Resources

Reading List

Here are some initial suggestions of useful books to read for those exploring ordained ministry. A much fuller list is available from the Director of Ordinands.

*(All of them should be obtainable through the Lichfield Cathedral Bookshop or via Amazon)*

John Pritchard ‘The Life and Work of a Priest’ [SPCK 2007]

*Also*: Michael Ramsey *The Christian Priest Today* [SPCK 1972]

Richard Giles *Here I am* [Canterbury Press 2006]

**Other useful ones:**

Francis Dewar ‘Called or Collared’ [SPCK 2000]

Cocksworth & Brown *Being a Priest Today* [Canterbury Press 2002]

*Good introduction to Anglican Theology & Spirituality:*

Alan Bartlett ‘A Passionate Balance’ [DLT 2007]

*Interesting restating of the Christian Faith:*

Rob Bell ‘The Velvet Elvis’ [Zondervan 2006]

*Influential report on the Church of England’s approach to mission:*

Mission & Public Affairs ‘Mission-Shaped Church’ [Church House Press 2004]